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ABSTRACT

Purniasih. 092120056. The Ability In Using English Intonation Of Second
Semester Students Of English Department In Muhammadiyah University Of
Purworejo In The Academic Year Of 2012/2013. A Thesis. English Education
Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and Educational Science,
Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo. Consultant: Semi Sukarni, M.Pd.

Keywords: Ability, Intonation, Pronunciation

Learning English is very difficult. We have to master the language skills
and the components, for example in using intonation, one of the supra-segmental
features. In using English intonation, students should know the supra-segmental
itself; because intonation depends on each of the supra-segmental features. On
this matter, students often get confused and make mistakes in using English
intonation. They often confuse in using rising and falling intonation in certain
sentences. Considering the fact above, the researcher tries to conduct a research
about the ability in using English intonation of second semester students of
English Department in Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo in academic
year of 2012/2013.

The researcher took 50 students of the second semester students of
Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo as the sample. In collecting data, the
researcher used a pronunciation test which consisted of 20 items of sentences
using falling and rising intonation. The students asked to use proper intonation in
pronouncing the sentences. This study is descriptive quantitative research; it’s
consisted of one variable.

Based on the data analysis, the highest score obtained by the students
was 85 and the lowest was 50. The standard deviation of score was 8.559 and the
mean score was 71.8 Referring to the statistic categories, the measure of
students’ ability in using English intonation was on good category, it can be seen
from the mean score of the students’ ability. The mean score was on 66 – 79 and
the percentage of successful is 72%. It is concluded that the ability of the second
semester students of Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo in using English
intonation belong to good category.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the discussion is divided into eight sections. The section

is about the background of the study, reason for choosing the topic, statements of

the problem, objectives of the study, significance of the study, limitation of the

study, definition of the terms and organization of the thesis.

A. Background of the Study

English is spoken all over the world. Nowadays, mastering English is

required in view of the fact that is an international language. On the other hand,

learning language is really important to do. Even the people master mother

tongue and national language, they need to learn foreign language. It is used as a

means of international communication such as in daily life and international

affairs among countries. Beside that English is applied in many aspects of life

like book are written in English, information about technology is often using

English. The Indonesian government realizes how important English is and

considers it as the first foreign language. That’s why Indonesian government

obliges English is being taught in every school from elementary school until

university.

Learning foreign language is not easy as sometimes we imagine. The

students find many difficulties in all skills and they need to solve them. They

have to master well so they can be a good speaker. These difficulties have to do
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with the learning of the new sound system, the learning of the new vocabulary

items, and the learning of the unfamiliar ways arranging the foreign word into

sentence. To develop the four language skills, the students have to learn the

language components which support language skills, such as grammar,

vocabulary, and pronunciation.

Pronunciation is the way people pronounce a word or language when

they are speaking. In learning pronunciation, it is difficult to do because there

was many aspects must be learned, includes the role of individual sounds and

sound segment, that is, feature at the segmental level, as well as supra-segmental

features, such as stress, rhythm, and intonation.

Since childhood Indonesian students have been speaking his mother

tongue, it will be difficult for them to change the habit of moving his speech

organs in such a way as to produce the foreign sounds and the foreign intonation.

Ability in learning and identifying the acoustic quality of the foreign

sounds is prerequisite for the ability in producing them. Without having the

quality of a given sound and intonation before, one cannot be expected to

pronounce it with correct intonation.

Indonesian students have difficulties in using correct intonation. Without

using proper intonation, we cannot get clear messages about their attitude from

the ways things are said. The learners argue that intonation is unimportant part

of language, especially English. However, this part is underestimated by learners

sometimes, it causes the listener cannot catch what the speaker messages and

feel. It can be caused misunderstanding between speaker and listener. This
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phenomenon happens in environment around the researcher’s life. So the

researcher chooses this topic to be researched.

B. Identification of the Problems

Intonation is one of the supra-segmental features. However, many

students get difficult in learning English because English is considered as

foreign language in Indonesia. It happens when they pronounce something.

Sometimes, other people confuse with our pronunciation, especially in using

intonation.

Many students argue that intonation is not important. However, we must

master not only the four skills of English but also the element of the language

like intonation, one of supra-segmental features. By using proper intonation the

students are expected can be communicate with the native speaker properly. It is

especially for English Department students. Every day they use English but they

make intonation not important in their speaking. They argue if they can speak

English fluently, they have mastering English.  However, there are many aspect

must be mastered by the students.

This thesis shows us the ability in using intonation by second semester

students of English Department who have got pronunciation practice lecturer

and phonology I lecture.
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C. Limitation of the Study

In the limitation of the study, the researcher focused on the subject of the

research. The researcher only concerns on the ability in using English Intonation.

Furthermore, to limit the scope of the discussion, the writer only took the

second-semester students of English Department of Muhammadiyah University

of Purworejo academic year 2012/2013 as a subject of the research.

D. Statements of the Problem

In order to analyze and specify this thesis, the researcher states the

problem as follow:

How is the ability in using English intonation of the second semester students of

English Department of Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo academic year

2012/2013?

E. Objective of the Study

Based on the statement problem above, the researcher takes the objective

of the study as follow:

To describe the ability in using English intonation of the second semester

students of English Department of Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo

Academic year 2012/2013.
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F. Significance of the Study

a. Implication

The result of the study will give contribution to the teaching English

pronunciation especially using English intonation.

b. Application

The research is expected to give valuable contribution to the students,

lecturer, and next researchers.

1. Students

The result of this research is hoped to improve their ability in

pronunciation, especially in using English intonation.

2. Lecturer

The result of this research, it can be used as a significant input to the

lecturer for improving method and technique of teaching

pronunciation.

3. Next researcher

This can be used for other researcher as reference in doing similar

research studies or conducting a further research.
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G. Definition of The Key Terms

In this part, the researcher presents the definition of the terms as

follow:

a. Ability

Ability is the mental or physical capacity, power or skill required to

do something. (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary)

b. Intonation

Intonation is the way the voice goes up and down in pitch when we

speaking. (Kelly, 2000:86)

H. Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters. Each chapter has a discussion

and explanation, they are:

Chapter I Introduction. In this chapter, the researcher tells about the

background of the thesis. It consists of several explanations to imagine what

is being researched, reasons why the researcher chooses this title, and the

statement problems made by the researcher. This chapter also states some

definitions related to the title.

Chapter II Review of Related Literature. It tells about many theories

which are used to do the thesis. The theories related to the title which is
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being researched. The researcher looks for many sources to find the best

theories which can be used, so that the researcher can do this research easier.

Chapter III Research Methodology. In this chapter, the researcher

presents subject of the research, object of the research, place and time of the

research, technique of collecting and analyzing the data.

Chapter IV Research Findings and Discussion. This is the main

discussion of the thesis. All of the data, analysis, and result are written in this

chapter in detail. The researcher tries to make deeper explanation clearly and

understandable.

Chapter V Conclusion and Suggestion. This chapter is about the

conclusion, it tells the outline of the thesis. The suggestion is the hopes from

the researchers to teachers, students, and another researcher after reading this

thesis.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OR RELATED LITERATURE

In this chapter, the researcher likes to describe more about some aspects

that have relationship with previous study, supra-segmental, pronunciation and

intonation.

A. Previous Study

There are some researchers who have conducted the study of

students’ ability and have related with students’ difficulties in learning

English. The first research was done by Kurnia (2011). The result of

diary book showed that the most of the students did errors in their

writing. Based on manual calculating of errors sentences, the most errors

that the students did are misformation (96 sentences) and omission (59

sentences), and the conclusion are the students had problems in

grammatical understanding and lack of vocabulary.

The second research was done by Suhayani (2006). The second

thesis titled, “Students’ ability in constructing passive sentence for the

second year students of SMA Muhammadiyah Masbagik in the school

year 2005/2006. This study is descriptive quantitative research, it’s

consisted of one variable. Based on the data analysis, the highest score
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obtained by the students was 12 and the lowest was 1. The standard

deviation of score was 2.9 and the mean score was 7.39.

Referring to the statistic categories, the measure of students’

ability in constructing passive sentences was on average level, it can be

seen from the mean score of the students’ ability. The mean score was on

5 - 10 and the percentage of successful is 49%. It is concluded that the

ability of the second year students of SMA Muhammadiyah Masbagik in

constructing passive sentence belong to Average.

In this research the writer is going to do the similar research,

same in describing students’ ability but in different scope of object and

different students’ difficulties.

B. Pronunciation

1. Definition of pronunciation

Pronunciation (also known as phonology) includes the role of

individual sounds or sound segments, that is, feature at the segmental

level, as well as, supra-segmental features such as rhythm, and

intonation, Richards and Renandya (2002:175)

It is said that one of the most important aspects of learning a

second language is the aspects of learning a second language is the effort

to master system to pronounce the language. In addition, it is said that

purposes the definition of pronunciation as the act or the sound of speech

including or the producing the sound of speech, articulation, vowels
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formation, accent, inflection, and intonation, often with reference to the

correctness or acceptability of speech sound. It means that the basic of

pronunciation is not only the consonant and vowels, but also accent,

inflection, and intonation.

Pronunciation is the way in which a language or particular word

or sound is pronounced Hornby (1995:1257). Pronunciation is two fold

processes. It involves the recognition of sound as production of sound.

1. Vowels

According to Kelly (2001:30-31) vowels are articulated when

a voiced airstream is shapes using the tongue and the lips to modify

the overall shape of the mouth. A vowel may be defined as a voiced

sound during the production of which the air passes out freely and

continuously through out the middle of the mouth without such

narrowing as would cause any audible fiction. A vowels sound is said

to be central because during the production of a vowels sound the air

passes out along the middle part the tongue, and nor around the sides

of the tongue, in which case the sound is called a lateral consonant in

producing a vowel the air passes out freely through out the mouth,

which implies that the air does not meet with any stoppage.

According to Dardjowodjodjo (2009:122) the English vowel are

classified into :

a. The front vowel : /i/, /I/, /e/, /ɛ/, /ӕ/.

b. The back vowel : /u/, /ʊ/, /o/, /ɔ/, /ɑ/.
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c. The mid central vowel : /ә/

2. Consonants

The term ‘consonants’ is negatively defined, that is, sounds

which are not vowels are consonants. Consonants are formed by

interrupting, restricting of diverting the air low in a variety of ways.

There are three ways describing the consonants sound according to

Kelly (2001:47-53).

a. The manner of articulation

The manner of articulation refers to the interaction

between the various articulators and airstream. For example,

with plosive sounds, the articulators act in such way that the

air is temporarily trapped and then suddenly released. The

manners of articulation are:

1. Plosives

Plosives occur when a complete closure is made

somewhere in the vocal tract, and soft palate is also raised.

Air pressure increases behind the closure, and is the released

‘explosively’. Plosive sounds are also sometimes referred to

as stops. The sounds are /p,b,t,d,k,g/.

2. Fricatives
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Fricatives occur when two vocal organs come

close enough together for the movement of air to be heard

between them. The sounds are /f,v,ө,б,s,z,f, ,h,m,n,l/.

3. Approximants

Approximants occur when or articulator moves

close to another, but not closes enough to cause friction or to

stop airflow. All three approximants are important linking

sounds in connected speech. The sounds are /r,w,j/.

4. Affricate

Affricate occurs when a complete closure is made

somewhere in the mouth, and the soft palate is raised. Air

pressure increases behind the closure, and is then released

more slowly than plosives. The sounds are /tf/ and /d/.

5. Nasal

Nasal occurs when a closure is made by the lips, or

by the tongue against the palate, the soft palate is lowered,

and air escape through the nose. The sounds are /m/,/n/ and

/n/.

6. Lateral

Lateral occurs when a partial closure is made by

the blade of the tongue against the alveolar ridge. Air is able

to flow around the sides of the tongue. The sound is /I/.
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b. The place of articulation

Describing the consonant sounds in terms of the place of

articulation give more information about what the various

articulators actually do the term ‘bilabial’, for example,

indicates that both lips are used to form a closure. The place

of articulation is:

1. Bilabial : using closing movement of both lips. The sounds

are /p/ and /m/.

2. Labio-dental : using the lower lip and the upper teeth. The

sounds are /f/ and /v/.

3. Dental : the tongue tooth is used either between the teeth or

close to the upper teeth. The sounds are /Ɵ/ and /б/.

4. Alveolar : the blade of tongue is used close to alveolar ridge.

The sounds are /s/ and /t/.

5. Palato-alveolar : the blade (or tip) of the tongue is used just

behind the alveolar ridge. The sounds are /tf/ and /dᴈ/.

6. Palatal : the front of the tongue is used against the soft palate.

The sounds are /k/ and /n/.

7. Glottal : the gap between the vocal cords is used to make

audible friction. The sounds is /h/.

c. The force of articulation

With regard to the force of articulation, the following

terms are used: Fortis or strong or lenis or weak. Fortis happens
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to equate with unvoiced sounds, which require q more forcefully

expelled airstream than lenis sounds, which in English happen to

be voiced. An example pair is /p/ (unvoiced fortis) and /b/ (voiced

and lenis). Most teacher and students find the term ‘unvoiced’

and ‘voiced’ more memorable.

C. Suprasegmental

1. Definition of Suprasegmental

Suprasegmental features, or just suprasegmentals, which refer to

such features as stress, pitch, length, intonation and other features that

always accompany the production of segmental (Ramelan, 1994:22).

When people produce a sound, it is impossible to produce one type of

features without involving each other. It takes each part of the language.

Two speech features connected each other. The differences is the

segmental can be studied in isolation, whereas, supra-segmental cannot.

For example, when people produce an utterance ‘god heaven’,

the segmental feature may be described in terms of its way of production

as voiced velar stop; this means that the sound is produced by putting the

back of the tongue completely against the velum to obstruct the out going

air, the sudden release of which causes a plosive sound to be heard, while

the vocal cords are made to vibrate. Supra-segmental, on the other hand,

cannot be studied in isolation. The utterance /gud-hɛvenz/ above cannot

be segmented into its constituting supra-segmental, without reference to
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the segmental features they accompany. If we distinguish three relative

degree of pitch are used by them, which may be called ‘medium, high,

and low pitch’ to convey the idea of ‘surprise’ and thus the relative

pitches in the two utterances are same. The absolute pitches used by the

two are obviously different, because it is generally known that boys

mostly speak with lower vowel pitch than girls.

D. Intonation

1. Definition of Intonation

Speaking is like singing. This means that the voice of the speaker

goes up and down in tone at different syllables. When speaking, people

generally raise and lower the pitch of their voice forming pitch patterns.

They also give some syllables in their utterances a greater degree of

loudness and change their speech rhythm. These phenomena are called

intonation. Intonation does not happen at random but has definite patterns

(see intonation contour). Intonation is often described as the music of

speech. It encompasses the moments at which we change the pitch of our

voices in order to give certain message (Harmer, 1998:50).

The going up and down of pitch over different syllables in an

utterance is called intonation. Intonation may also be called the melody

of speech. The proper use of intonation is very important since it makes

speech more lively and interesting to the hearer. It can be easily imagine
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how dull and boring someone’s speech will be if he speaks monotonously

without any variation of pitch in his utterance. (Ramelan 1994:32).

Intonation is the combination of musical tones (pitch) on which

we pronounce the syllables that make up our speech. Intonation is

important grammatical in distinguishing one type of sentence from

another; and it is also important in signaling the attitude of the speaker in

what he is saying. Intonation is not only central of delivering meaning of

the speaker towards what is being said.

2. Function of Intonation

Intonation is very important for communication, as it helps the

addressee interpret the message. There have been different proposals to

explain how intonation can help communication, some of which are

(Harmer, 2001:28-29):

a. Intonation is also used to convey emotion, involvement, and empathy.

If we use an exaggerated intonation tune in a question like What’s

going on?, staring at quite a high pitch and using large pitch leaps, it

shows that we are really surprised or frightened. But if we say the

same question at a low pitch with fairly flat intonation tune it suggests

that we are not very concerned at the answer we will get. Intonation is

used to convey our feelings and attitudes. A few generalizations can

be made here: the falling intonation is said to be more often associated

with completeness and definiteness; the rising intonation is more often

associated with incompleteness and uncertainty or questioning; the
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falling-rising intonation is said to be associated with the feeling of

hesitation, contrast, reservation or doubt.

b. Intonation is also a way of modifying the strength or intention of what

we are saying.

We can perform different functions by choosing different form of

language. But we can also make the same forms perform different

functions. The word well can express agreement, acceptance, doubt, or

disagreement depending on how we say it. No can indicate refusal,

questioning of fact, or disagreement.

c. We use intonation to show how certain we are about what we are

saying and to indicate what response we expect.

The most typical example of this is the use of tag questions such

as You’re okay, aren’t you? With a falling tone to show our

uncertainty about what the answer will be.

Intonation, then, is crucial in communicating meaning. Indeed,

listeners frequently get wrong messages from intonation when foreign

speakers use it in idiosyncratic way. That is because intonation tells us

what someone means and how they feel about it. We recognize the

difference between making a statement and asking a question. We are

aware of the fact that someone is surprised, for example, and we gather

from their intonation that they are being polite – or rude. (Harmer,

2001:29)
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Some sentences may be ambiguous when written, but this can be

removed by the use of intonation. An often cited example is the sentence

Those who sold quickly made a profit. This sentence can be uttered in at

least two different ways:

1. /’Those who ’sold↘↗quickly ’made a↘ profit.

2. /’Those who↘↗ sold ’quickly ’made a↘ profit.

English speakers hear two different paraphrases of the sentences

because of the different placement of the tone-unit boundary, as in:

1. A profit was made by those who sold quickly.

2. A profit was quickly made by those who sold.

Another example is the use of a rising tone in statements. The sentence

They’re going to have a picnic is usually said as a statement like this:

1. They’re going to ’have a↘ picnic.

In informal speech, however, we may hear:

2. They’re going to ’have a↗ picnic? (But it’s raining outside)

The sentence serves as a question here.

The intonation used in question-tags can have a rising tone or a falling

tone:

1. They’re ’coming tomorrow,↘ aren’t they?

2. They’re ’coming tomorrow,↗ aren’t they?
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When it has a falling tone, as in a, the speaker is comparatively certain

that the information is correct, and simply asking for conformation, while

the rising tone in b is said to indicate a lesser degree of certainty, so the

speaker is asking for information.

(ecmd.nju.edu.cn/UploadFile/22/10987/phonetics-23.doc )

So, there are three simple possibilities for intonation: fall and rise.

However, more complex tones are also used, such as fall-rise or rise-fall.

Each of these tones are functionally distinct, that is, they convey different

attitudes, intentions and meanings to the hearer, as it has been stated

above. Thus, the fall tone is regarded as quite “neutral” and it conveys a

certain sense of “finality”. The rise tone, on the other hand, conveys an

impression that something more is to follow. The fall-rise tone is quite

frequent and it conveys, among many other possibilities, “limited

agreement” or “response with reservations”. The rise-fall tone is

normally used to convey strong feelings of approval, disapproval or

surprise.

3. Types of Intonation

Intonation contours of sentences in normal speaking can be

grouped into the following: (Ramelan, 1995:33-36)

a) High – low Falling Intonation
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The high-low falling intonation, or just called the falling intonation is used

e.g. in orders, decided statements, prohibitions, and questions – word

question. Pitch level /2/ falls on first syllable of a sentence; pitch level /3/ on

the last stressed syllable of the sentence, which is called the center of

intonation. The /31 #/ intonation pattern occurs normally with one – syllable

or two syllable utterances.

Orders, Calls, and Exclamations

1. Come here Hey, John Good Lor1d!

2. Be a good boy Hello, there How beautiful!

3. Go home now I say
What a nasty

weather!

4. Bring me a glass

of tea

Ladies and

Gentleman

How pretty that girl

is!

5. Don’t come in Dear brother Oh dear!

6. Don’t be angry Mr. Johnson Goodness!

7. Don’t get

alarmed
Miss Jane Smith What a pity!

8. Don’t write in

ink
Mrs. Greenberg How strange!

Decided or final statement

1. The sun sets in the west

2. That is my father’s house

3. That is the one I want

4. It is time to go

5. There is someone outside
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6. My father lives here

7. Somebody wants to see you

8. Seeing is believing

Question – word questions (information questions)

1. What is your name? What animals eat grass?

2. What is your father’s name? Who will come with me?

3. What do you eat every day? Whose father works at the bank?

4. How much money do you

need?

How many workers are working

for you?

5. How many boys are there

outside?

Which of these childrenis your

son?

6. Who did you see yesterday? Which girl can speak French

fluently?

b) The Mid – High Rising Intonation

The mid-high rising intonation, or just rising intonation, is used in

yes-no questions, polite requests, statement implying concern, sorrow,

apology,  or other emotions, or just statements of less definite type.

The utterance starts with pitch level /2/ and the last stressed word or

syllable has pitch level /3/, which is the center of intonation. The pitch

level of the syllables in between may be a bit higher or lower than /2/.

Yes – no questions:
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1. Shall I open the door? Was it you?

2. May we come in? Did you have a good time?

3. Can you hear me? Are we late for the meeting?

4. Would you like to drink? Anybody wants to ask

questions?

5. Do you mind if I close the

door?

Is it your birthday today?

6. Have you ever been to the

USA

Is it good to get up early in the

morning?

7. Can you hear me? Am I welcome here?

Polite requests and Miscellaneous Emotional Statement

Please, sit down Don’t trouble away

Come again soon Don’t say anything

See you this evening Don’t be silly

Pass the salt please Don’t go away

Keep on trying good morning

Come on in If you like

Have some patience It’s not bad

Come along, dear I don’t think so

O.k. That’s the one I want

That’s all right Don’t keep crying
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That’s interesting I’m not surprised

That’s it Don’t frighten her

c) High – Normal Sustained Intonation

The use of this intonation pattern implies non – finality of an

utterance. The speaker and the hearer expect some continuation of

the utterance; they expect that something is going to follow since

without it the utterance is not complete. Therefore, this intonation

pattern is normally used in enumeration or in counting, and is

concluded by a falling intonation.

Example:

On the mainland we visited Los Angeles, Houston, New Orieans,

Washington, and Texas.

Yesterday I bought chocolate, sugar, vegetables, and milk.

Count from one to five: one, two, three, four, and five.

On our way back home we saw some of our friends, John, Paul,

Sidin, and Ali.

The fall-rise is a combination of a fall followed by a low-rise. The

fall-rise is similar in meaning to the low-rise and can be used in most of

the same situation. Like the low-rise, it indicates incompleteness and can

be used before any mid-sentence pause when the speaker intends to

continue or connect his or her ideas to following information.
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Falling intonation is normally used:

a. At the end of simple statement

b. In giving commands and making requests

Rising intonation is commonly used:

a. At the end of question which begin with auxiliary

b. For question with statement word order

c. On series with and (the last member of the series is with falling

intonation)

d. On alternatives with or

e. On direct address

f. On question tags

E. Conceptual Framework

In learning English, the students may think that intonation is not

important. However, many students are confused to determine whether they

speak with rising or falling intonation. The students who have consistently false

intonation can be extremely difficult for a speaker for another language

community to understand. This can very frustrating for the students who have

difficulty in understanding and being understands by a native speaker.

As well as helping to determine meaning, intonation gives clues about

attitude of the speaker, or how to feels about what he is saying when listening to

people speaking, we get clear messages about their attitude from the ways things

are said
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In this case, the main difficulty in trying to make link between

intonation and attitude is that the same intonation pattern can be used to

express widely differing attitude.

Through intonation, student must practice and repeat, however, the

student will ultimately succeed in producing or speaking with correct

intonation. Again, untiring intonation and disciplined practice will help the

student to produce the supra segmental features correctly.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the researcher presents how she conducts her study. She

explains the concept of the research method into eight parts. Those are research

method, population, sample, and sampling, research instrument, technique of

collecting data, subject of the research, place and time of the research, and

technique of analyzing data.

A. Research Method

Method has a very important role in carrying out a research. It is because

a method is a concept of planning that becomes guidance in a research method.

Method is a set of methods used in a particular area or activity (Hornby,

1995:734).

The purpose of research is getting result whit scientific methods

objectively, not subjectively. According to Margono (2009:7), there are some

kinds of research namely historical research, descriptive research, developmental

research, field research, correlation research, casual-comparative research, and

action research.

In this thesis the researcher uses descriptive quantitative research.

Descriptive research intends to make systematic and accurate description

concerning the fact and feature population.
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According to Nunan (1992: 3), research methodology is a systematic

process of inquiry consisting of three elements or components. While Sugiyono

(2010:9) states that there are research methods based on aim. There are basic

research, applied research, and development research. Basic research is used to

develop theory. It is usually done in laboratory. Applied research is used to

evaluate the ability of some theories to divide the problems, and development

research is used to develop the product in education and learning.

Based on the explanation above, the researcher uses applied research.

The researcher wants to know the students’ ability in using English intonation.

The data collecting was conducted on 9th until 15th of April 2013.

B. Population, Sample, and Sampling

1. Population

As quoted by Arikunto (2010:173), a population is a set (or collection) of

all elements processing one or more attributes of interest.

The population of this research is the second-semester students of

English Department of Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo in the academic

year of 2012/2013. There are 232 students.

2. Sample

According to Arikunto (2010:174), sample is a part of the population or

the representative of the population, which is observed. If the subjects of the

research are less then 100, it is better to take all of the subjects. If the subjects of
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the research are more than 100 the researcher can take 10% - 15% or 20% -

25%. In this research, the population is more than 100.

In this research the researcher takes sample of the second –semester

students of English department of UMP. Firstly, the researcher had taken

random student from A until H class. However, the result is not satisfied. So, the

researcher takes A,B,and F class as a sample and expects the result will be

better.

3. Sampling technique

Arikunto (2010:176) states that sampling is the way of drawing a sample

in the research. She adds that to draw a sample accurately requires many

sampling techniques, which can be chosen in the research such as:

1. Random Sampling

Random sampling is the techniques of drawing out sample randomly.

Each research subject has the same change to be chosen as a sample.

2. Stratified Sampling

This sampling is used when the researcher assumes that the population

has different level. The sampling can be done randomly because the

sample has to represent every level of the population.

3. Area Probably Sampling
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The area probably sampling is a sampling technique in which the sample

is drawn from every area, so the sampling will represent the different

area in the population.

4. Purposive Sampling

Purposive sampling is one technique by drawing out sample based on

certain purpose. The researcher often uses the technique because of some

factors: i.e. the limitation of time, budget, etc.

5. Propositional Sampling

This sampling technique is used by the researcher based on certain

purpose available. There are some characteristics, the researcher should

consider:

1) Certain criteria and characteristics of population

2) Sample subject has to be key subjects

3) Determining the population characteristics, which must be proper

ones

6. Quota Sampling

This sampling is based on the determined number of population. The

most important thing in using this technique is if the population has

fulfilled the determined number (quote).

7. Cluster Sampling
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This technique is based on the certain group or cluster, which is found in

the society such as schools, farmers, fisherman, etc.

8. Double Sampling

This sampling technique is a technique which draws out two samples.

The number of first sample is bigger than the second sample. The second

sample is useful to check the truth of data of the first sample or to

complete the number on the first sample.

Based on the kinds of sampling technique above, the researcher uses

purposive sampling. Purposive sampling is the drawing of sample that is

based on specific purpose by considering the time consumed and other

factors.

C. Research Instrument

To carry out the research, there are some ways of collecting the data. To

collect the data, the researcher needs an instrument.

Arikunto (2010:192) states that instrument is the tools used by the

researcher when conducting a research method. There are some instruments of

collecting the data according to Arikunto (2010:193):

1. Test

Test is a series of question or the other tools which is used to measure of

ability, intelligence of knowledge, skill owned by individual or group.
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2. Questionnaire

Questionnaire is a number of written questions used to get information

from respondent.

3. Interview

Interview is a dialogue conducted by interviewer to get information from

interviewee. It is used to analyze condition of someone.

4. Observation

Observation means monitoring, including all of actions that concern in

object using entire of sense.

5. Rating scale

Rating scale is subjective measurement which is made ehit a scale.

6. Documentation

The researcher conducts a research based on the written form, such as

book, magazine, document, notes, etc.

In this research, the researcher uses pronunciation test in the form of

sentences using falling and rising intonation in getting the data. The researcher

gets the data by recording students’ pronunciation and note taking of their

pronunciation.

D. Technique of Collecting Data

In this research, the researcher takes 50 students. The data collection is

carried out on 9th until 15th of April 2013, cooperation with the students.
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To make research, the researcher looked for the students in the second

semester of English Department in Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo in

the academic year 2012/2013. When researching and collecting the data, the

researcher only chooses the students from second semester who had got

Pronunciation Practice and Phonology I lecturer.

In this thesis, the researcher makes some steps using procedures, such as:

1. The first step, the researcher asks permission by the students.

2. The next step was doing negotiation, whether they wanted to be the object

of the research or not.

3. The third step to get the natural data, the researcher collected the data by

recording their pronunciation based on the list of sentences using correct

intonation.

4. When the research finished, the researcher listened to the recording.

5. The researcher analyzed the data based on the recorded data and matched it

with the correct answer (it has been consulted by the pronunciation

lecturer).

6. Describing the student ability in using English intonation.

E. Subject of the Research

In this thesis, subject of the research is respondents. The respondents are

the students in second semester of English Department in Muhammadiyah

University of Purworejo. The researcher took 50 students as respondents.
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F. Place and Time of the Research

The researcher elaborates the point of the place and time of the research

into two points: the place of the research and the time of the research.

1. The place of the research

The research conducted in the second semester in Muhammadiyah

University of Purworejo in the academic year 2012/2013.

2. The time of the research

The research was carried out on 9th until 15th of April 2013.

G. Technique of Analyzing Data

According to Sugiyono (2012:244) data analysis is the process of

systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, field-notes, and

other materials that you accumulate to increase your own understanding of them

and to enable you to present what you have discovered to others.

The data have been collected by using research instrument must be

analyzed. In analyzing the data, firstly, the recorded data was categorized by

students’ ability in using English intonation, which is good or not good. The how

the students that use English intonation in their daily speaking habit can show

the ability of English speaking when pronounce sentences. The researcher wants

to describe which are shown by their English intonation to their pronunciation

ability.
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The researcher uses the descriptive technique to analyze the data. The

following are the steps that researcher will use in analyzing the data (Arikunto,

2010:278)

1. Preparation

Here, the researcher checks the students’ answer. In checking the answer,

the researcher follows some procedures:

a. Checking the respondents’ identity.

b. Checking the answer of the test in order to examine the total score.

c. Checking the total score of the test.

2. The tabulation of the data

In this step, the researcher is going to give a score to the students’

answer. The way to score the students’ answer test is as follows:

a. Option True is scored 1

b. Option False is scored 0

3. The application of the data

This step shows the way to analyze the data using the appropriate

formulas and rules that ad with the research accord with the research

inquiry and or the design. To analyze the students’ answer of the students

test, the researcher uses the following formula:= x 100

Descriptive analysis of research data in general provides an

overview of the spread of the data obtained in the field. From the
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descriptive analysis, it can be obtained the highest score, the lowest

score, median, mode, range, and total score.

a. Mean

Mean is the average of set scores, obtained by adding the

scores together and dividing by the total number of students.

The formula is

Sugiyono (2008:49)

Where:

M = mean (average)

∑X1 = total scores observed

n = population

b. Standard Deviation

Standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion of a set of

scores from the mean of the scores. It’s calculated by obtaining the

square root of the variance of a set of scores.

(Sugiyono, 2008:57)

S=
∑( )

M = ∑X1n
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Where:

S = the root of the deviation standard

∑(x-x1)
2 = the square of the subtracted by mean score

n = the total number of the students
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will describe the findings of this research and its analysis.

The research collected the data from 50 students of the second semester of

English Department of Muhammadiyah University of Purworejo. The data was

collected by testing using pronunciation test. The test was used to measure the

students’ ability in using English intonation. In giving the score helped by Ms.

Puspa Dewi, M.Pd, one of English lecturer in Muhammadiyah University of

Purworejo.

After the writer has collected the data, the writer analyzes the result of

the students’ test.

A. Research Finding

In this part, the writer presents the finding of the research as follow:

1. Measuring students’ ability

a. Individuality students’ ability

In measuring the individual students’ ability, the writer used the

following formula:= x 100%
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Where:

P = the percentage of students’ errors

f = the total number of students’ errors

n = the total number of sentences.

Example:= x 100%
= x 100%
= 50%

Table 1.

The percentage of ability for each student

In using English intonation

No Name Score

1 Nur Koniatun 80

2 Susi Widiastuti 85

3 Nurul Ngaini 75

4 Nurhidayati Ali 75

5 Putri Kusuma W 85

6 Lilis Setyowati 65

7 Muhyatun 70
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8 Sarwendah NA 85

9 Suban Nur R 65

10 Restu Ayu N 70

11 Ratri Nowianti 65

12 Monika Noor A 80

13 Vita Rahayu S 60

14 Agung Tribowo 50

15 Oktamansah 60

16 Moch. Fajar I 75

17 Retno Aprilia 75

18 Lilik Dian F 80

19 Nur Rokhmah S 75

20 Nurul Hasanah 55

21 Mar Atus S 65

22 Puspa Dewi P 70

23 Rochimah 65

24 Umu Kulsum 55
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25 Tio Fitri Ambar 85

26 Vita Rahayu S 85

27 Rini Wulandari 70

28 Rina Anggraeni 70

29 Febri Cahya N 75

30 Fabaristo 60

31 Mira 70

32 Safarina 85

33 Agung Septiono 75

34 Ahmad N. 75

35 Heni Novianti 85

36 Istiqomah 80

37 Fatimah 75

38 Nurul Fatimah 75

39 Suhartini 65

40 Anjar Dwi W. 85

41 Vivi Gustina 75
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42 Ade Wahyu Jati 75

43 Monika Nur A. 65

44 Eka Purwaningsih 70

45 Riyanti Astuti 75

46 Sigit Puji R. 65

47 Tuti Widiastuti 70

48 Wahyu Putri A. 65

49 Dila Vita Lia 70

50 Nafis 60

Total score 3590

After calculating the total of the students’ score, the

researcher calculated the mean of them. To compute the mean score, the

researcher calculated the result by using formula as follows:

= ∑
Ν

( Nazir, 2009:383)
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Note:

x = the mean score

x = the sum of the scores

N = the total students

= 359050
= 71.8

The mean score was 71.8. It can be categorized as good. The data

obtained show that the highest score was 85 and the lowest score was 50.

After knowing the mean score of the students, the researcher

calculated the variance (S2) and the standard deviation (SD) as follows:

SD =
1

)( 2




N

xx

=
49

3590

= 73.265

=   8.559

S2 =
1

)( 2




N

xx

=

= 73.265
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From the data above, the researcher concluded that the highest

score (H) was 85, the lowest score (L) was 50, the average score (M) was

71.8. The mode (Mo) was 75, the median was 72.5 and the range (R) was

35. The standard deviation (SD) was 8.559 and the variance was 73.265.

b. Categorizing the students’ ability

After finishing the computation of the individual students’ ability,

the writer categorized the students’ ability according to the standard

marking of Arikunto (2009:245), the category is as follows:

Table 2.

The category of students’ ability

Interval Categories Frequency Percentage

80 – 100 Excellent 12 24%

66 – 79 Good 22 44%

56 – 65 Sufficient 13 26%

40 – 55 Fairly-sufficient 3 6%

0 – 39 Fail 0 0%

From the table above, it could be seen that there were 24 % of

students who got excellent score, 44% of students got good score, 26%
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got sufficient score, 6 % got fairly-sufficient score and no one got fail

score.

2. Measuring the mean of students ability

To get the mean of the students’ ability, there are some steps that

must be taken:

a. Determining the range score

R = the highest score – lowest score

= 85 – 50

= 35

b. Determining the interval class, by using formula:

K = 1+ 3.322 log n

= 1 + 3.322 log 50

= 1 + 3.322 (1.6989)

= 1+ 5.643

= 6.643 rounded 7

c. Determining the length of class interval

I =
=

= 5

According to the standard marking of Arikunto (2009:245), the

category is as follow:
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Table 3.

Students’ standard marking category

Score Category

80 – 100 Excellent

66 – 79 Good

56 – 65 Sufficient

40 – 55 Fairly sufficient

30 – 39 Low

According to the consideration above, the average score 71.8 belongs to

good category.

B. Discussion

These are the result of errors that students made in using English

intonation. The brief results are shown below:

1. This music sounds good.

2. I love watching Heroes.

3. My brother's name is Dylan.

4. Blue is my favorite color.

5. Is this music good?
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6. Do you like watching Heroes?

7. Are you hungry?

8. Get me my shoes.

9. Liam, study your lessons now.

10. Are you insane?

11. How many more hours before you’re done with your game?

12. Which book is the best for you?

13. He is a little bit lazy, isn't he?

14. Cigarette smoking is dangerous to your health.

15. You should listen to your mother when she's talking to you.

16. Did you finish your homework?

17. Water is good for the body.

18. This is good!

19. What a crazy show!

20. Wow! That man is genius isn't he?

Table 4.

Sentence classification

Kinds of sentence Number of sentence

Decided or final statements 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 15, and 17

Yes – no questions 5, 6, 7,10, and 16

Order 8 and 9

Question – word question 11 and 12

Question tag 13 and 20
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Miscellaneous emotional statement 18

Exclamation 19

Sentences number 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 15, and 17 show decided or final

statements.  It is same with sentences below:

That is my father’s house

My father lives here

Those sentences are example of decided or final statements. The high – low

falling intonation, or just called falling intonation, is used e.g in orders,

decided statements, prohibitions, and question – word questions.

1. This music sounds good.

In this sentence, all students use correct intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to decided or final statement and must

use falling intonation.

2. I love watching Heroes.

In this sentence, all students use correct intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to decided or final statement and must

use falling intonation.

3. My brother’s name is Dylan.
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In this sentence, all students use correct intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to decided or final statement and must

use falling intonation.

4. Blue is my favorite     color.

In this sentence, all students use correct intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to decided or final statement and must

used falling intonation.

Sentences no 5, 6, 7, 10 and 16 show yes – no question. It is same with

sentences below:

Can you hear me?

Have you got the tickets for me?

Those sentences are example of yes – no question. The mid– high rising

intonation, or just called rising intonation, is used e.g in yes – no question,

polite request, statement implying concern, sorrow, apology or other

emotions, or other statements of less definite type.

5. Is this music good?(correct)

Is this music good?(wrong)

In the sentence, 19 students used incorrect intonation. However, 33

students use correct intonation. Five students used falling intonation in

this sentence. This sentence belongs to yes – no question and should use

rising intonation. It is shown from samples number 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11,

14, 15, 19, 18, 20, 21, 23, 28, 30, 35, 36 and 50
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6. Do you like watching Heroes?(correct)

Do you like watching Heroes?(wrong)

In this sentence, 4 students use incorrect intonation. However, 46

students use correct intonation. They use falling intonation in this

sentence. This sentence belongs to yes – no question and should use

rising intonation. It    shows from samples number 10, 21, 42, 43.

7. Are you hungry?(correct)

Are you hungry?(wrong)

In this sentence, one student use incorrect intonation. She uses falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to yes – no question and must be use

rising intonation. It is shown from sample number 21.

Sentences number 8 and 9 show orders. It is same with sentences below:

Be a good boy

Bring me a glass of tea

Go home now

Those sentences are example of orders. The high – low falling intonation, or

just called falling intonation, is used e.g in orders, decided statements,

prohibitions, and question – word questions

8. Get me my shoes (correct)

Get me my shoes (wrong)
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In this sentence, 36 students use incorrect intonation. They use rising

intonation. This sentence belongs to orders. It must use falling

intonation. It is shown from sample number 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,14,

15, , 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 46, 48,

49, and 50.

9. Liam, study your lesson now.(correct)

Liam, study your lesson now. (wrong)

In this sentence, 32 students use incorrect intonation. They use rising

intonation. This sentence belongs to order. It must use falling intonation.

It is shown from sample number 1,2,3,6,7,19,20,21,22,24,23,

25,27,29,30,33,35,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,48,49, and 50.

10. Are you insane? (correct)

Are you insane? (wrong)

In this sentence, 8 students use incorrect intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to yes – no question and must be use

rising intonation. It is shown from sample number 1, 4, 8, 11,14, 20, 23,

and 48.

Sentences number 11 and 12 show question – word questions.  It is same

with sentences below:

How many boys are there outside?

Which girl can speak English fluently?
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Those sentences are example of question – word questions. The high – low

falling intonation, or just called falling intonation, is used e.g in orders,

decided statements, prohibitions, and question – word questions.

11. How many more hours before you’re done with your game?

(correct)

How many more hours before you’re done with your game?

(wrong)

In this sentence, 33 students use incorrect intonation. They use rising

intonation. This sentence belongs to question (information question) and

must be use falling intonation. It is shown from sample number 7, 3, 6,

11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39,

40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, and 50.

12. Which book is the best for you? (correct)

Which book is the best for you? (wrong)

In this sentence, 22 students use incorrect intonation. They use rising

intonation. This sentence belongs to question (information question) and

must use falling intonation.

Sentences no 13 and 20 show us the question – tag. It is same with

sentences below:

He is a doctor, isn’t he?

They’re ’coming tomorrow, aren’t they?
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Those sentences are example ofquestion – tag. The mid– high rising

intonation, or just called rising intonation, is used e.g in yes – no question,

polite request, statement implying concern, sorrow, apology or other

emotions, or other statements of less definite type.

13. He is a little bit lazy, isn’t he? ( correct)

He is a little bit lazy, isn’t he? ( wrong)

In this sentence, 18 students use incorrect intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to question – tag and must use rising

intonation. It is shown from sample number 6 ,9 ,13 ,14 ,20 ,22 ,23 ,24

,29 ,30 ,34 ,39, 40, 44, 45,  47, 49 and 50.

14. Cigarette smoking is dangerous to your       health. (correct)

Cigarette smoking is dangerous to your       health. (wrong)

In this sentence, one student use incorrect intonation. She uses rising

intonation. She should use falling intonation. This sentence belongs to

decided or final statement and must be falling intonation. It is shown

from sample number 14.

15. You should listen to your mother when she’s talking to you.

(correct)

You should listen to your mother when she’s talking to you.

(wrong)
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In this sentence, 3 students use incorrect intonation. They used rising

intonation. This sentence belongs to decided or final statement and must

use falling intonation. It is shown from sample number 20, 24 and 47.

16. Did you finish your          homework? (correct)

Did you finish your          homework? (wrong)

In this sentence, 5 students use incorrect intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to yes – no question and must use

rising intonation. It is shown from sample number 15, 24, 30, 41 and 48.

17. Water is good for the body. (correct)

Water is good for the body. (wrong)

In this sentence, 2 students use incorrect intonation. They use rising

intonation. They should use falling intonation. This sentence belongs to

decided or final statement and must use falling intonation. It is shown

from sample number 19 and 20.

Sentence no 18 shows us the miscellaneous emotional statements. It is same

with sentences below:

That is interesting.

It’s not bad

Those sentences are example of miscellaneous emotional statements. The

mid– high rising intonation, or just called rising intonation, is used e.g in
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yes – no question, polite request, statement implying concern, sorrow,

apology or other emotions, or other statements of less definite type.

18. This is good! (correct)

This is good! (wrong)

In this sentence, 40 students use incorrect intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to miscellaneous emotional statements

and must use rising intonation. It is shown from sample number

1,3,5,6,7,9,10,11,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,34,25,26,27,28,29,30

,31,33,34,36, 38, 39,40,43,45,46,47,48, 49 and 50.

Sentence no 19 shows us the exclamation. It is same with sentences below:

How beautiful!

What a nasty weather!

What a pity!

Those sentences are example of exclamations. The high – low falling

intonation, or just called falling intonation, is used e.g in orders, decided

statements, prohibitions, and question – word questions.

19. What a crazy       show (correct)

What a crazy       show (wrong)

In this sentence, 33 students use incorrect intonation. They use rising

intonation. This sentence belongs to exclamations and must use falling

intonation. It is shown from sample number 1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,12,13,14,
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16,17,19,25,28,29,31,32, 34,35,36,37,38,39,40,42,43,44,46,47, 48, and

50

20. Wow! That man is genius isn’t he? (correct)

Wow! That man is genius isn’t he? (wrong)

In this sentence, 18 students use incorrect intonation. They use falling

intonation. This sentence belongs to question – tag and must use rising

intonation. It is shown from sample number 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30, and 34.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Chapter V is the last chapter of this thesis. This chapter will present the

conclusion of the research finding and discussion. Some suggestions related to

the result of the research are also included in the end of this chapter.

A. Conclusion

Based on the research finding and discussion on the data in the previous

chapter, the result of the student in doing pronunciation test, especially in

pronouncing falling and rising sentences is the writer finds out the result that the

level of the students’ ability in using English intonation is 71.8 belongs to good

category.

From the finding the writer knows that the few students have difficulties in

choosing whether they use falling intonation or rising intonation, especially in

determining exclamations, emotional statements and order. That make they

choose the intonation wrongly.

B. Suggestion

The researcher would like to give some suggestion related to this

discussion for those who are closely related to the English teaching and learning.

The researcher hopes the suggestion will be useful, especially for the students,

teachers and other researcher. So, the researcher would like to give some
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suggestion for English teacher and everybody who are interested in English

teaching

To the students:

1. Be careful of your pronunciation.

2. Keep attention to the lecturer’s explanation.

3. Practicing English often to improve your pronunciation ability.

4. Do not be shy to speak English.

To the lecturer:

1. Be sensitive of each student’s weakness in their pronunciation.

2. Never give up correcting the student’s error.

3. Make intonation became important part should be learned by students to

make them confidence in speaking English.

To another researcher:

1. For the further research relating to supra – segmental feature, please, find

out another part of it should be mastery by students to improve student

skill in mastery English because this topic is very challenging and

interesting.
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APPENDIX 3
The list of sample of the

research
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The list of sample of the research

No Name

1 Nur Koniatun 22 Puspa Dewi P 43 Monika Nur A.

2 Susi Widiastuti 23 Rochimah 44 Eka Purwaningsih

3 Nurul Ngaini 24 Umu Kulsum 45 Riyanti Astuti

4 Nurhidayati Ali 25 Tio Fitri Ambar 46 Sigit Puji R.

5 Putri Kusuma W 26 Vita Rahayu S 47 Tuti Widiastuti

6 Lilis Setyowati 27 Rini Wulandari 48 Wahyu Putri A.

7 Muhyatun 28 Rina Anggraeni 49 Dila Vita Lia

8 Sarwendah NA 29 Febri Cahya N 50 Nafis

9 Suban Nur R 30 Fabaristo

10 Restu Ayu N 31 Mira

11 Ratri Nowianti 32 Safarina

12 Monika Noor A 33 Agung Septiono

13 Vita Rahayu S 34 Ahmad N.

14 Agung Tribowo 35 Heni Novianti

15 Oktamansah 36 Istiqomah

16 Moch. Fajar I 37 Fatimah

17 Retno Aprilia 38 Nurul Fatimah

18 Lilik Dian F 39 Suhartini

19 Nur Rokhmah S 40 Anjar Dwi W.

20 Nurul Hasanah 41 Vivi Gustina

21 Mar Atus S 42 Ade Wahyu Jati
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APPENDIX 4
Instrument of the thesis
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Instrument of the thesis

This music sounds good.

I love watching Heroes.

My brother's name is Dylan.

Blue is my favorite color.

Is this music good?

Do you like watching Heroes?

Are you hungry?

Get me my shoes.

Liam, study your lessons now.

Are you insane?

How many more hours before you’re done with your game?

Which book is the best for you?

He is a little bit lazy, isn't he?

Cigarette smoking is dangerous to your health.

You should listen to your mother when she's talking to you.

Did you finish your homework?

Water is good for the body.

This is good!

What a crazy show!

Wow! That man is genius isn't he?
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APPENDIX 5
The evidence
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